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Easing in on perception

A judgement is…

A considered decision

…not an observation

A perception of realty

…not necessarily reality

A perceived truth

…not necessarily truth



Easing in on perception

In scientific terms…

A judgement is a label

…it is not a property

Labels are extrinsic

…and subjective

Properties are intrinsic

…and objective



Easing in on perception

Is the Sky blue?

Yes, we agree it is blue…

So blue is a property of 
the sky?

NO! it is a label



Easing in on perception

Each one of us will see the 
colour differently, but we 
label it “blue”.

We only agreed on a label

Labels are extrinsic

Labels are judgements

A label is not a property



Easing in on perception

Furthermore, our judgement is neither static 
nor linear!

The dress changes hue as we darken!



Easing in on perception

Vision is a cognitive output

Vision is not a sensory output

Vision is a perceptual judgement

It is not a property of light – it is a labelling of light

Stimulus Sensing Perception



Easing in on perception

Odour is a cognitive output

Odour is not a sensory output

Odour is a perceptual judgement

It is not a property of gases – it is a labelling of gases

Stimulus Sensing Perception



Easing in on perception

Sensors measure properties (concentrations, etc.)

Cognition produces judgement (vision, smell, etc.) 

Stimulus Sensing Perception



Easing in on perception

A sensor cannot measure smell

Because 

Smell is not a property of a gas

Stimulus Sensing Perception



What is odour?

Odour is not chemical 
composition!

It is the cognitive 
experience triggered by it.



What is odour?

Stimuli stop at the nose; 
and smell unfolds after the 

nose.

Chemical stimuli do not 
constitute olfaction, they 

trigger it.



What is odour?

Gas analysers cannot 
smell, just as cameras 

cannot see.

We need an instrument 
that models the cognitive 

process; an e-nose.



What is odour?

So how do we make 
enoses?



The Biological Basis



The genetic footprint

Approx 5% of the human 
protein coding genes code 
olfactory receptor proteins

The figure is exceeded only 
by the immune system!

People with good olfaction 
have a higher survival rate.



The genetic footprint

Olfaction is the oldest 
most diverse sensory 

modality 

It persists despite 
millennia of natural 

selection 

Plausible basis!



The Functional Subtext

Olfaction modulates the 
emotions and has a 

generalised influence on 
all activity.

Such influence is sub-
conscious.

It plays a pivotal role in 
ones sense of well-being.

Rachel Herz

Brown University



The Functional Subtext

Synesthesia

when brain connectivity 
lashes together distinct 
functional groups.

Apparently unrelated 
concepts become cross-
connected. 

Olfaction is known to feed 
into other conscious 
processes.

Richard Cytowic



Plausibility through survival

Evolved over millennia

Survived natural selection 
over millennia

Still consumes a massive 
genetic footprint

Electronic olfaction is 
therefore bio-inspired by 

design



Some properties of odour



Concentration

Perceived intensity is 
often proportional to 

concentration…

Stronger can mean

…more offensive, or

…more pleasant;

But it can also mean

…totally different!



Concentration

Case in point…

…indole and its variants

Low concentration:

Pleasant and fruity

Used in perfumery

High concentration:

Offensive, putrid

Source:     Human Faeces



Habituation

For how long do you 
remain conscious of your 

perfume?

Olfactory systems often 
track changes rather than 
absolute stimulus levels.

Constant stimuli result in 
progressive desensitisation



Masking

Will she smell the flower?  

What does she smell when 
the fish is gone?

One stimulus can block or 
modify the experience of 

another.

Odour masking is now an 
industry



Chemoreception

❑Detection mechanism by 
Linda Buck & Richard Axel 
(Nobel laureates – HMMI Harvard)

❑ Lock & Key mechanism

❑ Specific molecular 
features are detected 
rather than entire 
molecules

❑ There are approx 1000 
detectable feature types

❑ Unlimited combinations 
can exist



Chemoreception

DETECTION 

EVENT

Odorant

Receptor cell

membrane

Receptor protein

Mucus layer



Implications

The olfactory code is 
complex and non-linear.

Odour is a cognitive 
output

It is not a sensory output

Odour measurement must 
model cognitive dynamics



Industrial odour abatement and control



Southern Waste Water Treatment Works 
(Durban)

View of the low-level sump (40 000 m3)



ENOSE log for 31 Dec 2009



Total Odour Load (31 Dec 2009)

31 Dec TOL

Average = 3018.38 
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Signature Analysis
Molasses effluent

signature

General sewer

signature



Sewer signatures before and 
after arrival of thick raw sludge



A sample measurement of odour dynamics at a 
distance from the alleged offender

Sensory data

Analytical output



A sample measurement of odour dynamics at a 
distance from an alleged offender

Sample analytical output



Conclusion



Conclusion

By emulating plausible biological solutions, 
the electronic nose has become sophisticated 
and effective in a short period of time.



Conclusion

The principal benefit is three-fold:

1. Direct measurement in terms of odour is possible

2. It provides objectivity in a subjective domain

3. It is convenient and low cost




